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Abstract

Linking and loading are the final steps in preparing a
program for execution. This paper assesses issues con-
cerning dynamic and static linking in traditional as well
as single-address-space operating systems (SASOS).
Related loading issues are also addressed. We present
the dynamic linking model implemented in the Mungi
SASOS and discuss its strengths and limitations. Bench-
marking shows that dynamic linking in a SASOS car-
ries significantly less overhead than dynamic linking in
SGI’s Irix operating system. The same performance ad-
vantages could be achieved in Unix systems, if they re-
served a portion of the address space for dynamically
linked libraries, and ensured that each library is always
mapped at the same address.

1 Introduction

Single-address-space operating systems (SASOS) make
use of the wide address spaces offered by modern mi-
croprocessor architectures to greatly simplify sharing of
data between processes [WSO+92,CLBHL92,RSE+92,
CLFL94]. This is done by allocatingall data in the sys-
tem, whether transient or persistent, at a unique and im-
mutable virtual address. As a result, all data isvisible
to every process, and no pointer translations are nec-
essary for sharing arbitrary data structures. While the
global address space makes all data addressable, a pro-
tection system ensures thataccessonly succeeds when
authorised. Protection relies on the fact that a process
can only access a page if it has been mapped to a RAM
frame, by the operating system loading an appropriate
entry into the translation lookaside buffer (TLB). The
operating system thus has full control over which parts
of the single address space are accessible to a given pro-
cess.

As persistent data, i.e., data whose lifetime is indepen-
dent of that of the creating process, is always mapped
into the virtual address space (at an immutable address),
SASOS do not need a file system. For compatibility with
other systems, a file system interface can be provided,
of course, but it represents nothing more than a different
way to access virtual memory. All disk I/O isdone by
the virtual memory paging system.

Such a SASOS is rather different from a system like
MacOS, which also shares an address space between all
executing programs. The main difference (other than the
absence of memory protection) is that the latter system
does not ensure that a data item has a unique address for
its lifetime. For example, files can be mapped into mem-
ory, but each time a file is opened, it will be mapped
at a different address. As each object in a SASOS has
an immutable address, pointers are perfect object ref-
erences which do not lose their meaning when passed
between processes or stored in files. This greatly facili-
tates sharing of data between programs in a SASOS, as
any data item can always be uniquely identified by its
virtual memory address.

Besides sharing, the single address space also signifi-
cantly simplifies system implementation [WM96] and
improves performance even for applications which are
not aware of the single address space [HEV+98]. How-
ever, the changed notion of address spaces makes it nec-
essary to rethink a number of issues relating to how the
system is used in practice. These include preparing pro-
grams for execution: how to bind together separately
compiled program components (“linking”), and how to
get an executable program into a state where the CPU
can execute its instructions (“loading”).

In this paper we examine the issues of linking and load-
ing of programs in traditional Unix systems, as well as
in SASOS. We present the model of (dynamic) linking
used in the Mungi SASOS [HEV+98] which is under
development at UNSW. The implementation of dynamic



linking in Mungi is discussed and its performance com-
pared to that of Unix operating systems.

2 Linking in traditional operating systems

Traditional operating systems, such as Unix systems,
generally feature two forms of linkage, static and dy-
namic.

Duringstatic linking, all code modules are copied into a
single executable file. The location of the various mod-
ules within that file implies their location in the memory
image (and hence in the address space) during execution,
and therefore target addresses for all cross-module refer-
ences can be determined and inserted into the executable
file by the linker.

A dynamic linker, in contrast, inserts symbolic refer-
ences to (library) modules in the executable file, and
leaves these to be resolved at run time. In operat-
ing systems conforming to the Unix System-V inter-
face [X/O90], such as SGI’s Irix, DEC’s Digital Unix
or Sun’s Solaris-2, this works as follows.

For each library module to be linked, the linker allo-
cates aglobal offset table(GOT).1 The GOT contains
the addresses of all dynamically linked external sym-
bols (functions and variables) referenced by the mod-
ule.2 When a program referencing such a dynamically
linked module is loaded into memory for execution, the
imported module is loaded (unless already resident) and
a region in the new process’ address space is allocated
in which to map the module. The loader then initialises
the module’s GOT (which may require first loading other
library modules referenced by the module just loaded).

A variant of this islazy loading, where library modules
are not actually loaded until accessed by the process.
If lazy loading is used, a module’s GOT is initialised
at module load time with pointers to stub code. These
stubs, when called, invoke the dynamic loader, which
loads the referenced module and then replaces the re-
spective entries in the GOT by the addresses of the actual
variables and functions within the newly loaded module.

Dynamic linking has a number of advantages over static

1The “global offset table” is Irix terminology, Digital Unix calls it
global address table.

2A further level of indirection is used when an entry references a
module exporting a large number of symbols, and for efficiency rea-
sons local symbols are also included.

linking:

1. Library code is not duplicated in every exe-
cutable image referencing it. This saves significant
amounts of disk space (by reducing the size of ex-
ecutable files) and physical memory (by sharing li-
brary code between all invocations). These savings
can be very substantial and have significant impact
on the performance of the virtual memory system.

2. New (and presumably improved) versions of li-
braries can be installed and are immediately us-
able by client programs without requiring explicit
relinking.

3. Library code which is already resident can be
linked immediately, thus reducing process startup
latency.

Lazy loading further reduces startup cost, at the expense
of briefly stalling execution when a previously unac-
cessed library module requires loading. For libraries
which are only occasionally used by the program, this
results in an overall speedup for runs which do not ac-
cess the library. However, this comes at a cost: Should
the referenced library be unavailable (e.g., by having
been removed since program link time) this may only
become evident well into the execution of the program.
Many users will prefer finding out about such error con-
ditions at program startup time.

The main drawbacks of dynamic linking are:

1. Extra work needs to be done at process instantiation
to set up the GOT. However, this overhead is easily
amortised by loading much less code in average, as
some libraries will already be resident.

2. If a dynamic library is (re)moved between link and
load time, execution will fail. This is the main rea-
son that Unix systems keep static linking as an op-
tion.

3. The location of a dynamically linked module in
the process’ address space is not known until run
time, and the same module will, in general, re-
side at different locations in different clients’ ad-
dress spaces. This requires thatdynamically linked
libraries only containposition-independent code.3

Position independence requires that all jumps must

3This is different fromrelocatable codenormally produced by
compilers. Relocatable code contains addresses which are relative to
some yet unresolved symbols. The linker resolves these and replaces
them by absolute addresses.



be PC-relative, relative to an index-register contain-
ing the base address of the module, or indirect (via
the GOT).

The main cost associated with position-
independent code is that of locating the GOT.
Every exported (“public”) function in the module
must first locate the module’s GOT. The GOT is
allocated at a constant offset from the function’s
entry point (determined by the linker) so the
function can access it using PC-relative addressing.
This code must be executed at the beginning of
every exported function. In addition, there is an
overhead (of one cycle) for calling the function,
as an indirect jump must be used, rather than
jumping to an absolute address. These costs will
be examined further in Section 6.

Note that the GOT is an example ofprivate static data,
i.e., data belonging to a module but not shared between
different instantiations of the module. Any variable de-
clared “extern” or “static” in the library and not used
read-only falls into that category.

It is interesting to note that Digital Unix’quickstartfa-
cility [DEC94] tries to avoid some of the problems of
dynamic linking by reserving a system-wide unique vir-
tual address range for dynamically linked libraries in
the Alpha’s large address space. This reduces process
startup costs by the ability to easily share an already
loaded library without address conflicts. However, ad-
dress clashes cannot be completely avoided, as there is
nothing toenforceunique virtual address for every li-
brary — only a SASOS can give such a guarantee. Con-
sequently, Digital Unix still needs to use position-inde-
pendent code and pay the overhead this implies. How-
ever, Digital’s attempt to simulate a single address space
for libraries is a good indication of some of the advan-
tages a SASOS offers.

3 Linking in single-address-space systems

A single address space simplifies many things and com-
plicates a few; linking is no exception. Generally speak-
ing, the single address space makes it easy to share data,
and difficult not to share. The latter implies some special
effort to avoid sharing of private static data.

3.1 Static linking in a SASOS

Static linkingby copying all libraries into a single exe-
cutable is possible in a SASOS exactly as in Unix sys-
tems. Consequently, standard static linking in Mungi
has the same drawbacks as in Unix: excessive disk and
memory use, as well as the requirement to re-link in or-
der to utilise new library versions. Therefore, alternative
linking schemes are desirable.

Owing to the fact that all objects in the single address
space are at any time fully and uniquely identified by
their unchanging address, copying library modules is
unnecessary when creating an executable program. In-
stead, libraries can be executedin-place, and the linker
only needs to replace references to library modules with
(absolute) addresses. No position-independent code is
needed, avoiding that source of efficiency loss. This
scheme, calledglobal static linkingwas proposed by
Chase [Cha95] for the Opal SASOS.

Global static linking is fast and has some of the attractive
features of dynamic linking in Unix systems, in partic-
ular automatic code-sharing. However, the scheme has
two significant drawbacks which limit its applicability in
practice:

� As it is a form of static linking, new versions of
libraries cannot be used unless programs are re-
linked. Note that it is not possible to update a li-
brary in-place, as this would break entrypoint ad-
dresses in all programs which linked that library.
While this could be circumvented by accessing all
entrypoints via a jump table, that would not help
with currently executing programs which use the
library — they would have to terminate prior to re-
placing the library. To maintain smooth operation,
a new library version must be created at a different
virtual address, with a naming service pointing to
the latest version to be used by the linker.

� Global static linking does not allow private static
data. Such data needs to reside at an address where
it can be found by the library code, but that address
must be different for different instantiations of the
library (or the data would not be private to the in-
voking process).

Private static data must reside in a separate data segment,
which must be set up separately for each client process.
Similar to dynamic linking in Unix, the problem is how
to tell the library code where to find the data segment.



Chase suggests a variation of the GOT used by Unix dy-
namic linkers: Each process allocates a table for each
module containing the addresses of that module’s pri-
vate static data. A dedicated register, theglobal pointer,
is loaded with the base address of the address table of
the presently executing library module. The difficulty
is in loading the global pointer with the correct address.
Unlike the Unix case, this cannot be done by PC-relative
addressing, as the offset differs between instantiations.

Chase favours (but apparently did not implement) an ap-
proach where the called function looks up the correct
global-pointer value in a process-specific table (accessed
via its thread descriptor, which in Opal is reachable from
the stack pointer). The table is indexed by a slot num-
ber which is statically assigned to the module contain-
ing the function. Given that it is impractical to make this
(per-process) table very big, this imposes serious limi-
tations on the use of modules containing private static
data — each process can only use a small number of
such libraries and even then, clashes between the stati-
cally assigned slot numbers preclude importing certain
combinations of library modules. Furthermore, at least
two memory reads plus some arithmetic is required to
obtain the global pointer value on each call across mod-
ule boundaries.

3.2 Dynamic linking in a SASOS

Even if the problem with private static data is resolved
(or ignored), any form of static linking retains one major
drawback: A new version of a library cannot be incor-
porated without relinking client programs. This can only
be achieved by dynamic linking.

The IBM AS/400, a SASOS which, in its former guise
as System/38 [Ber80], goes back to the mid 1970’s, orig-
inally onlysupported dynamic linking (“late binding” in
IBM terminology) [Sol96]. Static linking (“early bind-
ing by copy”) was only introduced in 1993for perfor-
mance reasonsresulting from the calling overhead. At
the same time they introduced “early binding by ref-
erence” which essentially is global static linking. Ac-
cording to Soltis, while there is some initialisation over-
head when first accessing abound-by-reference library
module, performance of subsequent calls are “about the
same” as in the bound-by-copy case. No further infor-
mation could be found on how the AS/400 implements
dynamic linking, but the reference to performance prob-
lems of dynamic linking seems to indicate that it does
not have a particularly good solution.

Roscoe [Ros95] presents a dynamic linking scheme for
Nemesis. Each invocation of a library modules has its
ownstate buffer, containing private static data. Modules
are accessed viainterface references, which are instan-
tiated frommodule interfaceswhen resolving the sym-
bolic reference to the module. An interface reference
points to a structure containing a pointer to anopera-
tions tableand the state buffer. A function is invoked
by an indirect jump via the operations table, and the in-
terface reference is passed as a parameter. As a result,
three memory reads are required to find the address of
the function to be called.

4 Linking in Mungi

Mungi supports static linking (by copying) as well as a
version of dynamic linking, designed to retain the full
flexibility dynamic linking offers in Unix system while
minimising run-time overheads.

During execution of a program in Mungi, adata segment
containing private static variables is associated with ev-
ery instantiation of a dynamically linked module. While
executing such a module’s code, its data segment’s ad-
dress is held in thedata segment register.4 The data
segment also containsmodule descriptorsof imported
modules. A module descriptor contains pointers to all
functions imported from the module, plus a pointer to
the data segment of the exporting module. This is shown
in Figure 1.

4.1 Initialisation of module descriptors

Module descriptors are allocated in the importing mod-
ule’s data segment by the linker. To initialise a module
descriptor at run time, the importing module calls the
exporting module’sconstructor, passing the address of
the descriptor as a parameter. In order to avoid multiple
instantiation of modules which are imported by several
other modules (such aslibc in Figure 1), the construc-
tor is also passed a pointer to a table of already instan-
tiated modules. This table is held in the main module’s
data segment.

After verifying that its module is not already instanti-
ated, the constructor

4On the SGI Indy we use theglobal pointer registerwhich Irix
uses to point to the GOT, hence the number of registers available to the
compiler does not change with respect to Irix.



libc data

libc.data
libc:strlen
libc:atoi
    ...

libz data

libc code

int atoi() { ... }

size_t strlen() { ... }

libz code

void aa() { ... }

int bb() { ... }

libc.data
libc:strlen
libc:atoi
    ...libz.data

libz:aa
libz:bb
    ...

main data

main code

void main() { ... }

Figure 1: Memory objects (bold boxes) and module descriptors (other boxes) during execution of a dynamically
linked Mungi program.

� allocates and initialises a new data segment,

� initialises the module descriptor passed by the
caller, and

� updates the table of instantiated modules.

Only the second step needs to be performed for a module
which has already been instantiated, in which case the
address of the module’s data segment is obtained from
the table of instantiated modules.

The constructor is passed a third parameter, the expected
size of the module descriptor. The constructor will only
initialise the descriptor up to this specified size. This
supports evolution of library modules — further entry-
points can be added to a library without breaking ex-
isting applications, provided that new entrypoints are
added at the end.

Initialisation of the main module is somewhat different.
Like a constructor, the startup code needs to allocate and
initialise a data segment. In addition, the startup code
must initialise the table of already instantiated modules.
There is no problem with a module having startup code
as well as a constructor, such a module can then be im-

ported by other modules as well as being executed as a
program.

4.2 Lazy initialisation

The first step above, allocation and initialisation of the
new data segment, involves calling the constructors of
all imported modules. To avoid the obvious recursion
problem with cyclic reference, the constructor must at
this stage mark its module’s entry in the table of instan-
tiated modules as partially initialised.

Alternatively, modules can be instantiated lazily, in anal-
ogy to “lazy loading” of library modules in Unix sys-
tems.5 As lazy loading in Unix, this reduces task startup
cost and reduces total overhead if a module is linked but
not actually accessed at run time (at the cost of delay-
ing fatal “module not found” errors until well into the
execution).

5While there is some similarity to lazy loading, it is important to
note that there is no explicit “loading” step in a SASOS — everything
is already in virtual memory, and is made resident by the demand pag-
ing system on access. As far as physical memory is concerned, lazy
loading is normal in a SASOS, but does not have the same drawback
of delaying irrecoverable errors when libraries are removed.



A lazily initialised module has its descriptor point to ini-
tialisation stubs rather than module entry points. Each
stub calls the lazy initialisation routine (which is stati-
cally linked to the module), passing it an index to its own
position in the module descriptor. On the MIPS R4600,
such a stub looks as follows:

1: li $reg, constIndex
2: b lazyInitialiser

The initialiser, after setting up the module’s data seg-
ment, replaces the pointer to the stub by the address of
the appropriate entrypoint in the library module. The
stubs require an extra 8 bytes of space per entrypoint —
really a negligible space overhead.

4.3 Invoking library functions

To invoke a function calledprintf from the library
module libc , the following code is executed on the
MIPS R4600:

1: ld $temp,libc descr+\
printf index($dseg)

2: sd $dseg,const($sp)
3: ld $dseg,libc descr($dseg)
4: jalr $temp
5: ld $dseg,const($sp)

The first line loads the address of theprintf func-
tion into a temporary register. This address (relative to
the beginning of the data segment) is determined by the
linker, and is at a constant offset from the data segment
register. The next line saves the data segment register of
the calling module on the stack, and line 3 sets up the
segment register for the called module. Line 4 invokes
the library function and line 5 restores the data segment
register after its return. This code executes in 5 cycles
on the R4600 (single-issue) CPU.

Note that on the R4600, a jump to a constant immediate
64-bit address (as would be used in a naive implementa-
tion of static linking) takes 7 cycles. Irix reduces this to
2–3 cycles (depending on the ability to make use of load
delay slots) by using aglobal pointer registerpointing to
a table of entry point addresses. Comparison to the 5 cy-
cles required for calling a dynamically linked function in
Mungi indicates that the run-time overhead of dynamic
linking in Mungi is very small, 2–3 cycles per call of an
exported function.

The above invocation code only works if theprintf
entry is less than 64kB from the beginning of the data
segment. This allows for about 8,000 exported functions
(actually less, as some space is required for private static
data). If the table becomes bigger, a somewhat longer
code sequence is required, which takes 7 cycles to exe-
cute:

1: ld $temp,libc interf ptr
($dseg)

2: sd $dseg,const($sp)
3: ld $tmp2,printf index($temp)
4: jalr $tmp2
5: ld $dseg,0($temp)
6: ld $dseg,const($sp)

Note that the CPU stalls after line 3, although the com-
piler may be able to schedule some other instruction into
the load delay slot.

We found that the biggest libraries generally used in
Unix systems,libc andlibX11 , have between 1,000
and 1,500 entry points. (Many of these are actually in-
ternal and would not be exported if the C language pro-
vided better control over export of functions from li-
braries. Mungi’smodule descriptors, described in Sec-
tion 5 provide such control and will therefore result in
smaller interfaces for the same functionality.) We there-
fore expect that the shorter code sequence will almost
always suffice.

5 Discussion

One remaining issue is that of modules exporting vari-
ables. For example, POSIX [POS90] specifies that the
global variableerrno is used to inform clients of the
reason for the failure of an operation. This cannot be
supported by Mungi’s dynamic linking scheme.

It is, of course, always possible to avoid this problem by
resorting to static linking — a highly unsatisfactory way
out. However, exporting global variables from library
modules is very bad practice, as it is not multi-threading
safe. For that reason, Unix systems must break POSIX
compliance if they want to support multithreaded pro-
cesses. Modern Unix systems inevitably6 use a construct
like

6We checked Irix, Digital Unix, Solaris and Linux.



extern int *__errno();
#define errno (*(__errno()))

to declareerrno when multithreading is supported.
The same works in Mungi without problems.

Another issue concerns function pointers, which are
used, for example, by the Cqsort() utility and to
implement virtual functions in C++. Function pointers
can no longer be simply entrypoint addresses, as invok-
ing a function requires loading the data segment register
prior to branching to the entry point. Hence a “function
pointer” must consist of an (address, global pointer) pair.
This does not cause problems with portability of prop-
erly written application code, as the C standard [ISO90]
makes no assumption about the size of function pointers
and explicitly prohibits casts between function pointers
and other pointers. Unfortunately, most compilers do not
enforce this rule and, consequently, there exists plenty
of non-conforming code. However, “bug-compatibility”
is not a design goal of Mungi, and we therefore do not
consider this a significant problem. The format change
of function pointers is the only change required to stan-
dard Unix compilers to allow them to support Mungi’s
dynamic linking scheme.

More changes are required for linking. We decided not
much was to be gained by porting a Unix linker, and
instead implemented a Mungi linker from scratch. Its
size is about 4,000 lines of C.

The mechanics of preparing code for execution differs
somewhat between Mungi and Unix. The main reason
for this is the need to generate a different calling se-
quence for functions exported by dynamically linked li-
braries. In order to do this, the assembler must know
which entrypoints will be loaded from a dynamic library.

This is supported by amodule description object(MDO)
associated with each library module. The MDO is a sim-
ple text object (which is presently created manually, al-
though tools will automate this in the near future). It
contains a list of entry points exported by the module,
and a list of imported modules. Figure 2 gives examples
of module descriptions.

C source objects are presently compiled to assembly lan-
guage by an unmodified GNU C compiler.7 The gcc
output is then processed by the GNU assembler, which
we modified to generate the proper calling sequence for
cross-module calls and toaccess private static data from

7As indicated a few paragraphs earlier, this implies that it is
presently not possible to invoke function arguments outside their own
module without modifications to the C source.

libc.mm
[IMPORTS]

[EXPORTS]
strlen
atoi
...

[OBJECTS]
c1.o
c2.o
...

main.mm
[IMPORTS]
libc.mm
libz.mm

[EXPORTS]

[OBJECTS]
main.o
sub.o
...

Figure 2: Sample module descriptions: At the left,
a typical description (libc.md ) of a library module
libc.mm is given, while at the right the module de-
scription (main.md ) of a program modulemain.mm
is shown. Names correspond to Figure 3.

the module’s data segment. The assembler reads the
MDO in order to identify cross-module calls and pro-
duces relocatable binary objects.

When creating a library, the Mungi linker is used to (stat-
ically) link all of the library’s relocatable objects into a
single library module object; the linker determines the
exported entry point from the MDO. It also adds the
initialisation code for the library module, as well as the
initialisation stubs which invoke it and the module con-
structor.

When preparing an executable module, the linker reads
the MDOs of all imported libraries and creates the ap-
propriate initialisation stubs for all imported functions,
and (statically) links all remaining relocatable modules
into the new program module, which is then ready for
execution. Unlike Unix, no “run-time linker/loader” is
required, as each module has its own initialisation code.
The mechanics of Mungi linking are shown in Figure 3.

The Macintosh on the PowerPC uses a similar approach
to dynamic linking [App94]. Function references in
MacOS are represented by a “transition vector”, which
consists of the entrypoint address and the address of a
“table of contents” (TOC), essentially the module’s data
segment.8 The TOC contains pointers to imported func-
tions, in the form of transition vector addresses, as well
as pointers to the module’s static data. C language func-
tion pointers are also represented as transition vector ad-
dresses.

8The Macintosh terminology for modules is “fragments” but in or-
der to avoid a proliferation of terms we will stick to calling them “mod-
ules”.



c1.s

gas

gcc

c1.o

ml

libc.mm

c1.c

c2.o

libc.md

ml

main.o

gas

main.mdlibc.md main.s

a.out

Figure 3: Dataflow for linking in Mungi. Left: A source objectc1.c is compiled and linked with other relocatables
into a dynamically linkable library objectlibc.mm . Right: A programmain.c is compiled and linked into an
executable modulea.out .

The present module’s TOC address is contained in the
“table of contents register” (RTOC, equivalent to our
data segment register). The invocation sequence for im-
ported functions uses a double indirection. The caller
loads the RTOC with the address of the callee’s transi-
tion vector (i.e., the contents of the function pointer).
The callee then loads the RTOC with the new TOC
address by an indirect load through the present RTOC
value. The main difference to our scheme is the extra
indirection.

While the MacOS scheme is similar to ours, this does not
obviate the need for position-independent code (called
“pure executable code”) on the Macintosh. This is be-
cause MacOS is not a SASOS, and can therefore not en-
sure that a dynamic library module is always linked at
the same address.

6 Performance

Performance figures are shown in Table 1. The table
gives execution times of a benchmark program (OO1
[CS92] run as a single process as in [HEV+98]) for
static and dynamic linking under Irix 6.2 and Mungi. All
runs were performed on the same hardware running ei-
ther Irix or Mungi in single-user mode. Lazy loading
(for Irix) and lazy initialisation (for Mungi) were turned
off to make timings more consistent. (As explained ear-
lier, lazy loading/initialisation does not normally reduce
overall runtime, only start-up latency.) Irix runs used the
Irix 6.2 C compiler, assembler and linker, while Mungi
runs used GCC version 2.8.1, the GNU assembler ver-
sion 2.8.1 (modified to support dynamic linking) and our
linker.

OO1 tests operations which are considered typical for
object-oriented databases: lookup and insertion of ob-
jects, and traversal of inter-object references. The spec-
ification of OO1 requires a database server running on a



Irix/32-bit/SGI-cc Mungi/64-bit/GCC
static dynamic dyn/stat static dynamic dyn/stat

lookup 7.26(3) 8.02(3) 1.104(10) 7.568(6) 8.199(4) 1.083(3)
forward traverse 4.77(3) 5.17(4) 1.084(15) 6.013(6) 6.040(3) 1.004(6)
backward traverse 5.13(2) 5.68(4) 1.107(12) 6.976(4) 7.011(4) 1.005(1)
insert 4.61(2) 5.02(2) 1.087(10) 4.528(4) 4.755(3) 1.051(1)
total 21.7(1) 23.9(1) 1.097(12) 25.08(1) 26.00(1) 1.037(1)

Table 1: Average execution times in ms of OO1 operations (single-process version, see [HEV+98]). Figures in
parentheses indicate standard deviations in units of the last digit. Irix figures are for 32-bit execution using the SGI C
compiler, while Mungi figures are for 64-bit executing using GCC.

machine different from the client, and also specifies that
all updates are to be flushed to disk at certain points. As
we are here only interested in the cost of function invo-
cation, we ignored that part of the specification and ran
everything in memory, without any I/O, and in a single
process. In every other respect we followed the OO1
specification.

We implemented the “server part” of the database in
a library module which is invoked by application code
via normal function calls. In line with the OO1 spec-
ification, server invocations pass a function pointer to
the database which the database invokes to obtain fur-
ther data or pass data back to the client. Thelookup
part of the benchmark consists of 1000 server invoca-
tions, each looking up a different object, andeach call
invoking a client function passed as a parameter. The
forward traversaloperation consists of a single invoca-
tion of the server code, which invokes a client proce-
dure 3,280 times (for different objects directly or indi-
rectly linked to the object referenced in the server in-
vocation). Backward traversalis similar; the actual in-
vocation counts are different but, in average, the same
as for forward traversal. Theinsertbenchmark consists
of 100 calls to the database, each inserting a new object
into the database and in the process calling a client pro-
cedure three times. Hence the total benchmark performs
about 8960 cross-module calls. Thelookupand insert
operations mainly exercise the index data structure (a
B+ tree in our implementation) while thetraversalop-
erations mostly follow internal links and thus perform
mostly randomaccesses to the data without much use of
the index structure.

This benchmark was selected as it is “tough” in the
sense that it is dominated by cross-module calls to func-
tions performing very little work. As it is the cross-
module tasks which bear the dynamic linking overhead
in Mungi, this test stresses the overheads of the SASOS
dynamic linking scheme. A benchmark consisting of

the same number of function calls, with a larger frac-
tion of calls being inter-module, would reduce the total
overheads in Mungi while leaving Irix’ overheads un-
changed.

The table shows that on Irix there is an average 10 %
penalty for using dynamically linked libraries, while on
Mungi the penalty is less than 4 %. The average over-
head due to dynamic linking of an inter-module function
invocation in Mungi comes to about 0.1�s or about ten
cycles on the R4600. This is more than the number of
extra instructions required in the calling sequence for dy-
namically linked code. The difference can be explained
with an increased number of cache misses.

The significantly lower overhead of dynamic linking
in Mungi as compared to Irix is mostly due to the
fact that the Mungi scheme does not require position-
independent code. The somewhat higher overhead of
inter-module function invocation in Mungi (2–3 cycles
more than in Irix) is more than compensated by not
requiring position-independent code. Furthermore, the
overhead in the Mungi scheme only applies to inter-
module invocations, where in Irix inter-module calls to
exported functions have the same overhead.

We also attempted to measure the initial overhead of dy-
namic libraries, i.e. the invocation overhead of the con-
structor which initialises the data segment. However,
this overhead is so small that we could not measure it
reliably for either Irix or Mungi. In both cases it is at
most a few tens of microseconds.

While Mungi has a significantly lower penalty for dy-
namic linking than Irix, a seemingly disturbing obser-
vation from Table 1 is that code seems to execute gen-
erally slower under Mungi than under Irix. However,
it must be kept in mind that all Mungi executions are
true 64-bit, while Irix only supports 32-bit execution on
the Indy. 32-Bit code is inherently faster on the MIPS



Irix Mungi Mungi/Irix
good bad good bad

lookup 7.367 7.169 7.452 0.973 1.012
forward traverse 5.904 6.085 6.079 1.031 1.030
backward traverse 6.796 6.992 6.991 1.029 1.029
insert 4.755 4.724 4.801 0.993 1.010
total 24.822 24.970 25.323 1.006 1.020

Table 2: Average execution times in ms of OO1 operations on for 64-bit execution of statically linked code on Irix
and Mungi. Code is compiled with GCC and assembled with the SGI assembler and finally linked with the native
(SGI or Mungi) linker. “Good” vṡ‘‘bad” in the Mungi numbers refers to thecache friendliness of the stack alignment
and the last two column give Mungi execution time normalised to Irix times.

R4600 as loading a constant address requires more cy-
cles for 64-bit than for 32-bit addresses. The tests were
also run with different compilers: Mungi benchmarks
could only be compiled with GCC, as SGI’s C com-
piler/assembler/linker toolchain does not support our dy-
namic linking scheme, while the GNU assembler and
linker do not support Irix. Finally, different implemen-
tations of thestrcpy() C library functions are used.

In order to eliminate the effects of 32-bit vs. 64-bit exe-
cution and differing tool chains and C libraries, we did a
direct comparison, running an identically compiled ver-
sion of the statically linked benchmark code in 64-bit
mode on both systems. This meant compiling and as-
sembling the code, including the C library, using GCC
and the SGI assembler, and then linking it for Irix with
the SGI linker, and for Mungi with our linker. As the
benchmarks only time user code (no system calls are
performed between time stamps, and the timer overhead
is subtracted), this means that identical instructions are
executed on both systems.

As Irix does not support 64-bit code on our platform,
we had to patch the executable to pretend to the loader
that it was a 32-bit image. This approach works under
certain circumstances (as long as only a very limited set
of system calls are used), but only for statically linked
code. One required system call where extra work was
required isgettimeofday() : As the format of the
timeval struct differs between the 32-bit and the 64-
bit Irix APIs, we had to use the 32-bit C library interface
for this call.

In order to verify that these modifications do not affect
performance of the Irix executable, we ran the “proper”
64-bit image as well as the patched one on an SGI ma-
chine supporting 64-bit executions. We found that the
execution times of the two versions were identical.

The results of running the same code in 64-bit mode on

Irix and Mungi are shown in Table 2. Two sets of Mungi
results are presented: “good” and “bad”, which differ
only in the address at which the user stack is allocated.
The stack address affects the results as it affects conflict
misses in the Indy’s datacache. The R4600 features sep-
arate on-chip instruction and data caches, both 2-way set
associative and 16kB big [R4k95]. The Indy does not
have secondarycaches and thus has a high cache-miss
penalty. The Mungi execution times recorded as “good”
and “bad” in Table 2 correspond to the most and least
cache friendly stack layout, respectively. They differ by
about 1.5 %, which gives an indication of the impact of
cache effects on the results. Irix runs used the default
layout (which iscache friendly).

Comparing the Irix times with the “good” Mungi times
it can be seen that they are very close. Mungi is be-
tween one and three percent faster onlookupandinsert,
and about three percent slower on thetraversebench-
marks. For the total benchmark time these almost av-
erage out, with Mungi being 0.6 % slower. Given the
fact that Mungi is several percent faster on some bench-
marks and Irix on others, that overall difference is negli-
gible and insignificant. They are much smaller than the
performance gain of Mungi’s dynamic linking scheme
compared to the one used in Irix.

It is nevertheless interesting to speculate about the
sources of these remaining differences. We can think
of two possible reasons for the observed discrepancies
in execution times: TLB misses and other cache effects.

The R4600 has a software-loaded, fully associative, 48-
entry tagged TLB; each entry maps a pair of virtual
pages [R4k95]. Hence the TLB can map a maximum of
96 pages, or 384kB. As the total database is about 4MB
in size, and the benchmark is designed to access its con-
tents randomly, a significant number of TLB misses is
expected, particularly in thetraverseoperations.



Mungi is implemented on top of the L4 microkernel
[EHL97], hence TLB misses are handled by L4. The
microkernel’s TLB miss handler is highly optimised and
loads the TLB from a software cache [BKW94,EHL99]
which is big enough to hold all page table entries re-
quired for the benchmark. However, the need to support
64-bit address spaces makes L4’s TLB miss handler in-
herently slower than what can be achieved in a system
only supporting 32-bit address spaces. Slightly slower
handling of TLB misses in L4, and thus Mungi, is a
likely explanation for the somewhat slower Mungi ex-
ecution in thetraversebenchmarks (which particularly
exercise the TLB).

Other cache effects which could impact on the results are
instruction cache conflicts. While we made certain that
the same user-mode instructions are executed in both
benchmarks, the layout of the executable still differs as a
result of linking different system libraries and the linkers
using different strategies for collecting relocatable mod-
ules. These differences can lead to different cache miss
patterns. Thetraversebenchmarks contain the largest
number of cross-module invocations (and hence non-
local jumps) and are most likely to be affected.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we have examined the issues relating to
linking in a single address space, and have compared
them to linking in a Unix system. We have presented a
dynamic linking scheme for Mungi and have discussed
its merits and limitations. Benchmarking shows that the
run-time overhead of Mungi’s dynamic linking scheme
is less than half of dynamic linking in Irix, in a scenario
which favours Irix.

The performance advantages of a dynamic linking
scheme as that used in Mungi could be obtained in tra-
ditional systems too,if they used a global address space
for dynamically-linked libraries. As in quickstart, a re-
gion of the address space must be reserved for library
modules, andeach participating module must always be
linked at the same address. Such a scheme would obvi-
ate the need for position independent code even in tradi-
tional systems. It requires a system-wide manager which
hands out address regions for linking libraries, and each
of a participating library’s clients must follow the pro-
tocol of always linking the library at the same address.
A single-address-space operating system guarantees this
automatically, as in such a systemeveryobject is always
mapped to the same virtual memory address.
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9 Availability

Mungi will be freely available in source form
under the GNU General Public License from
http://www.cse.unsw.edu.au/˜disy/Mungi.html.
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